
The funding of defined benefit schemes can have a significant impact 
upon the resources of a sponsoring employer. A range of tools are, 
however, available to companies to help manage these responsibilities 
and the associated risks by addressing and rationalising scheme liabilities, 
while continuing to meet their obligations to members. We have created 
a useful guide to help you evaluate your options when trying to de-risk 
your defined benefit pension plan. Please contact one of our specialists 
for more information.
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1
Transfer value reminders to 
deferred  members 

Summary: Some members could be given the 
opportunity to transfer out the cash equivalent of 
their pension entitlements to another arrangement.

Key pieces of work: 
–  member communication exercise to remind 

them of right to transfer benefits out of 
the Scheme

–  could also consider a communication, targeted 
at deferred members as they approach 
retirement, that includes a transfer out as one 
of the standard options (alongside other

2
Trivial commutation exercises 

Summary: Members with benefits worth under 
£18000 could take the whole amount as a lump 
sum where certain conditions are met.

Key pieces of work: 
–   analysing membership profile to see how many 

have benefits that are potentially commutable
–     review of trust deed and rules (and possible 

amendments to permit this)
–        member communication exercise

3
Benefit design change e.g. to future 
accrual, contributions, cap to pensionable 
salary, change to actuarial factors, 
contribution risk-sharing structure.

Summary: It may be possible to reshape 
members’ benefits in certain ways (in relation to 
future accrual) which could reduce liability.

Key pieces of work: 
Depending on the benefit redesign in 
contemplation:

–   review trust deed and rules
–     calculate indicative savings
–   consultation with members
–      change/vary retirement date for future benefit 

accrual
–   negotiations with trustees
–     prepare deeds of amendment

Some changes are likely to be much easier
than others to implement.

4
Increase to NRA (for future accrual)

Summary: Seek to amend the rules to 
increase Normal Retirement Age and manage 
longevity risk.

Key pieces of work: 
As above re: benefit design change. There 
may be particular age discrimination issues 
which should be considered, depending on the 
proposal (for example, if the proposal is to peg 
NRA to State Pension Age).

5
Changes to inflation-linking

Summary: It may be possible to change the 
indices used to calculate pension increases/
revaluation from RPI to CPI (or another index). 
This needs to be approached with some caution 
given recent case law.

Key pieces of work: 
As above re: benefit design change.

It will be particularly important to check
whether the trust deed and rules permit/
limit this.

6
Buy-in or buy-out

Summary: Purchase of insurance policies to match 
liabilities (or, in the case of a buy-out to transfer 
liability to fund benefits to an insurer).

This could include, for example:

–  a medically underwritten deal (which could result 
in better pricing if scheme members have lower 
than average longevity profile)

–  ‘top-slicing’ which secures liabilities in respect 
of a particular group of members (typically those 
with the highest liabilities)

–  ‘synthetic’ buy-outs (e.g. longevity/ inflation/
interest rate swaps)

Key pieces of work: 
–   prepare benefit specification
–   go out to insurers to determine possible cost
–    review confidentiality/exclusivity agreements
– negotiate policy terms
– check records and data cleansing
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7
Pension increase exchange (“PIE”)

Summary: It would be possible for members 
(provided they give informed consent) to agree 
to forego their current entitlement to future 
increases under the rules in excess of the 
statutory minimum, in exchange for a higher 
one-off augmentation to their benefits.

Key pieces of work: 
–  review scheme governing documentation
–   advice on key legal issues
–   liaison with trustees
–    careful consideration / valuation of the offer 

to members
–  member communication exercise
–   IFA appointment terms (legal review)
–   possible rule amendments

8
Enhanced transfer value (“ETV”)

Summary: Members are offered an enhanced cash 
equivalent transfer value in exchange for moving 
to another arrangement. The enhancement 
to the transfer value is funded by an employer 
contribution.

It is sometimes possible to set ETVs at a level 
where both:

– there is a funding gain for the scheme

–  independent financial advisers (IFAs) are 
prepared to advise members that there are 
advantages in transferring their benefits out

Key pieces of work: 
–  review scheme governing documentation
–   advice on key legal issues
–   liaison with trustees
–  careful consideration/valuation of the offer 

to members
–  member communication exercise
–  IFA appointment terms (legal review)
–  possible rule amendments

9
Flexible Retirement Option (“FRO”)

Summary: An option to transfer out, which may 
be targeted at over 55s who might want to retire 
early for immediate access to reshaped benefits 
(e.g. annuity, uncrystallised funds pension lump 
sum, drawdown). Typically does not require 
employer topups (unlike ETV).

Key pieces of work: 
–   review scheme governing documentation
–  advice on key legal issues
–   liaison with trustees
–  careful consideration/valuation of the offer to 

members
–  member communication exercise
–   independent financial advice needed on DB to 

DC transfers
–  possible rule amendments

10
Strategic funding arrangements e.g: 
Reservoir trusts, Asset backed funding 
arrangements

Summary: The Company could look at innovative 
funding arrangements to ensure that cashflows are 
put to best use for its commercial purposes (e.g. 
funding payments could be made to a reservoir trust 
outside of the pension scheme instead of risking a 
“trapped” surplus).employer topups (unlike ETV).

Key pieces of work: 
–   fairly significant documentation/valuation 

requirements
–   negotiation with trustees

Note: it may be possible to use the day one
funding gain associated with an asset backed
funding arrangement to meet the funding
strain associated with other options, such as
buy ins/outs, and scheme mergers.

11
Scheme mergers/splitting using winding 
up lump sums without consent (WULS)

Summary: If the Company has another 
occupational pension scheme (however small) into 
which the Scheme could potentially be merged, 
it would theoretically be possible to merge the 
Scheme into that other scheme, but leave behind 
benefits with a value of £18,000 or less in the 
Scheme. The Scheme could then be wound up. 

Alternatively, it may be possible to split the Scheme 
with some other rationale in view (e.g. in order to 
create a standalone scheme just for those members 
who are still employees), and then to wind up one 
of the two schemes. A WULS exercise can only 
be carried out if a scheme is in winding-up and if 
incidental to a scheme wind up. A scheme merger 
could also take place simply to achieve economies 
of scale.

Key pieces of work: 
–   fairly significant documentation/valuation 

requirements
– negotiation with trustees

Note: it may be possible to use the day one
funding gain associated with an asset backed
funding arrangement to meet the funding
strain associated with other options, such as
buy ins/outs, and scheme mergers.
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